At zeb we see ourselves as partners for change. Our philosophy and mission are to support clients who
make decisions and foster value creation to shape the future of banking and insurance. We develop visions
and innovative strategies, make them actionable, and put them thoroughly into motion for our clients. We
are not simply satisfied with crafting adequate answers but are driven by the urge to see effective results.
Due to our creativity and independence in terms of ideas and actions, we are able to create new valuesetting standards. We are a 360° management consultancy that revolves around one thing: the success of
our clients.
We are looking for intellectually-curious, open-minded, innovative, analytical, and entrepreneurial people,
who see the “’big picture’”. We are currently hiring for the following position:

Manager (f/m/d) Consulting for Financial
Services
Office: Amsterdam
YOUR PROFILE:
Just as every client project is different, we recognize and value the diversity of backgrounds and skill sets
for our successful candidates. Preference will be given to candidates with:
4-5 years of working experience, ideally with a top-tier consulting firm or operational experience within
the financial services sector.
Focus on strategy development, digitalization, general bank-/risk or regulatory management
Strong network in the Dutch (or European) financial industry
Track record of working in teams and delivering to tight deadlines in demanding environments
Strong background in strategic problem solving with demonstrable analytical and numerical skills
A self-starter able to work independently and deliver a high quality end product
Outstanding written and verbal communication skillsAbility and willingness to travel internationally
Fluency in Dutch and English, German and other European languages are a plus

YOUR TASKS:
You will work with a selected number of clients to deliver a unique collaborative advisory experience.
Our clients range from the Top 50 financial institutions in Europe to national champions and smaller
emerging local players in whole Europe
You will work with executive boards and senior managers to identify strategic opportunities, implement
transformational change and to solve complex problems
You will take responsibility for specific projects or client relationships and ensure that client needs are
delivered in time and quality by yourself and your team
You will take on leadership roles and coach international colleagues during your various project
assignments
You will be part of our client coverage team and take on responsibility for several key contacts
Additionally, you will take responsibility for a range of non-project related activities such as recruiting,

adding innovative content for our thought leadership and business development

Ina Flörke
Telefon: +49-251-97128-349
E-Mail: Ina.Floerke@zeb.de
Hammer Str. 165
48153 Münster
URL: https://karriere.zeb.de

